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Aligning Strategy 
and Your People on your 
Go-To-Market (GTM) Path
Top priorities in 2022
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Welcome…

Secondly, in the Chat 
window, please type what 
intrigued you to join this 
session and/ or one thing 
you hope to learn from 
our time together today.

First, please rename yourself to your first name / your company – eg. ‘Jim – BTS’

Click on ‘Participants’ 
in bottom menu bar

Place your mouse over your 
name and click on ‘More>’, 

then ‘Rename’ 

MJ

Type in your name / 
company. Click OK
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Your today’s presenters …

René Groeneveld
Head of Global Sales & Marketing 

Practice at BTS

Laura Jacobs
European Sales & Marketing Practice at 

BTS
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Today’s session objective…

• Explore the latest trends and best thinking on prevailing 

customer needs and how it affects you

• Gain insights into the disruptions that are shaping the way you 

interact with your customers, and ways to accelerate your 

customer’s desired results

• Walk away with a practical approach in developing an integrated 

and digital-focused go-to-market approach
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Which key trends in sales and marketing do you see
happening in 2022?

Please use the Q&A function to share your thoughts
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Sales and Marketing trends our client organizations observe 
with their customers…

Other (industry 
specific)

2%

Changing relationship & 
contact building

4%

Global mega trends 
(e.g., health, environmental 

pollution, urbanization)
6%

Pandemic-related changes in 
commercial excellence

7%

New (multi/omni) channel 
approaches

9%

New ways of selling, lead 
management, & marketing

11%Demand for sustainability 
& ESG responsibility

14%

Changing customer 
buying behaviour

15%

Higher customer expectations 
& demands from vendors

15%

Importance of digital 
transformation & disruption

17%
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Comments like…

If we don't get this (the 

digital transformation) 

right in our sales and

marketing and the whole

company we are out of

business not in a few years 

but in a few months.

• Importance of addressing and getting ahead of these 

digital trends in most industries

• Data-driven sales, lead management, integrated 

marketing, and evidence-based management more 

prominent role

• Leverage true insights generated from the use of 

data

• Interactions through digital communication

channels or new pricing models

• Rise of digital technology, disruption of business 

models, and data ownership affect sales and 

marketing organizations and their customers

• Drives a need for greater agility and the application 

of data-driven decisions based on sound analytics 

and compliant data (eg. CRM, AI, etc.)



Customization & 
Localization

7%

Other (industry 
specific)

11%

Salespeople as 
specialists and  
highly-skilled 

experts
15%

Importance of customer 
experience

19%

Rise of services -
From product selling 
to solution & value -

added service 
selling
48%

• Solution and value selling are 

key

• Services and customer 

experience become more 

important

• Deep customer understanding, 

industry expertise, and market 

knowledge to engage in 

meaningful business 

conversations

• Expect purchasing process 

to be easy

• Value partners that seek to 

enhance the B2B buying 

experience 

• Digital capabilities of a B2C 

buying experience, driving 

convenience and customer value

Higher customer expectations 
and demands

Which client expectations and needs are growing?
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• Customers access information 

independently in the buying 

process and expect online 

interaction

• Sellers need to meet customers 

where they are in their buying 

cycle and help them accelerate 

their decision-making process

• Sellers must prepare convincing  

arguments about how their 

products and services will help 

the customer resolve a problem 

faster or accelerate attaining 

the desired business results

Changing customer buying behaviour

In which ways are the buying behaviours of our customers changing?

Other (industry specific)
8% More risk-taking

8%

More price sensitive
8%

Faster & easier ways 
of buying

8%

Seek more input in 
decision-making process

8%

Buying more 
through direct 

channels
8%

Seek more online 
interaction

11%

Access information 
independently

41%
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B2B companies going B2C, and 

D2C and B2C companies going B2B Two worlds  
merging 

& changing

• These examples of how organizations are crossing 

over from B2C to B2B and vice versa indicate the 

need to adapt their business models quickly in an 

environment of constant change to seize 

opportunities in the marketplace

• Organizations need to remember that these changes 

also impact people. There is a need to evaluate the 

necessary mindset shifts that people need to adopt 

and the capabilities needed to execute the new 

strategy

• Organizations then need to adopt modern ways of 

learning that are digitally enabled, fast to produce 

and scalable



Demand for sustainability and 

ESG responsibility

• We are all impacted by climate change, social and corporate environmental 

governance challenges, political shifts, pressure from non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs), and social tensions

• Our clients see this as the challenge of our generation

• Sustainability is a crucial change management initiative requiring alignment on new, 

more circular business models for the future with acceptable business impacts

• Although it is not conventional thinking, the marketing and sales teams need to drive 

these shifts across the organization and beyond because of their unique position to 

understand the customer and their needs

Sustainability is now 

a key differentiator.
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Trends in Sales 
and Marketing Two worlds  

merging &
changing

We don't differentiate 
between sales and
marketing anymore.

• Sales and marketing organizations becoming more and more 

INTEGRATED

• Eg. global marketing campaigns with no or few links to local 

sales implementations don’t work anymore

• Sales and marketing integration was mentioned 59 times
in our interviews

• In other words, 47% of our interviewees consider 

integrating sales and marketing an increasingly import trend

• As sales and marketing integration becomes the norm, 

exploring goals from an integrated perspective has value



• These goals for sales and 

marketing organizations impact the 

way we define and measure 

success

• Customer-specific KPIs (eg. cost 

per acquisition, conversion rates, 

customer awareness, or 

measurement approaches for 

cross- and upselling) appear more 

critical

• Two types of success metrics 

relevant across the board: 

measures for sustainability; and 

people- or talent-related KPIs

• DEI (Diversity, Equality and 

Inclusion) in many sales forces and 

marketing organizations are seen 

as a key driver for the future

Trends in Sales and Marketing

Top 4 Sales and Marketing goals for the upcoming year

Implement new 
ways of selling 

and sales 
channels

1

Develop deep 
customer 

understanding

2

Grow the 
business and 
focus on key 

accounts

3

Develop talent 

and build 
capabilities

4
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New ways of working…

• COVID-19 and other trends have brought a 

shift in finding, hiring, and developing sales 

and marketing talent (with the war for talent 

and higher staff turnover rates being real)

• Talent management including acquisition 

and learning and development as a global 

challenge. Location matters less than before, 

though hybrid work and remote work bring a 

new set of challenges

• Remote or hybrid work has changed how we 

do many things because it allowed us to 

reimagine how we work

• Local vs. Global: Some sales functions remain 

very local and in-person, other functions 

evolved to more global and regional roles

We stopped  hiring
against geography.

• Integration of sales and marketing means 

there is a need for much more collaboration and 

coordination enhanced through digital means

• Barriers to cooperation and coordination 

have started to break down  

• Most predominant in organizations that actively 

adopt new ways of working

• Organizations that see the clear connection 

between embracing new ways of working and 

strategy execution will be the big winners
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Customer experience & 
engagement

2%

Services & solution 
selling

4%
Other industry-
specific trends

6%

Customer-specific (multi/omni) 
channel approach 

6%

Organizational 
challenges

7%

Strategic & key account 

management
14%

Changing roles & requirements 
for sales rep profile

18%

CRM as a critical enabler 
of digital transformation 

& data analytics

18%

New ways of selling
25%

Trends in Sales: Share of interviewees that mentioned trends in sales

Virtual and hybrid selling only accounts for one-third of the responses associated with the need for new selling approaches



CRM as a critical enabler 
of digital transformation 
and data analytics 

More than 50% of the 

interviewees mentioned CRM
as a crucial enabler for data 
and process-driven sales, lead
management, and marketing. 

Trends in Sales (cont.)

3 additional ways of selling:

1. Accelerator selling. Focus on accelerating results 

for customers is what interviewees referred to as 

actual value selling

2. A partnering style: Focus of their salespeople needs to 

shift from a transaction-based selling process to a 

relationship-based model of selling. Ultimatelydeliver 

consistent value across the customer’s organisation

3. Integrated and holistic selling: Engage with their 

clients throughout all phases of their buying cycle and 

holistically engage their customers. Assembling the

right team at the right time to deliver the full value of 

the organization. Requires close collaboration and 

alignment with internal functions
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Transformation of CRM approaches

• More to introducing a CRM than the technical implementation 

• Most companies seem to underestimate the human side of a CRM 

• They fail not so much on the system or technical side but rather 

the understanding, motivation, and usage of a new CRM system

• CRM systems and approaches offer plenty of opportunities like 

making CRM easier to use, more automated, and bringing down  

the barriers for first-time users in sales and elsewhere

• Some clients mentioned that AI is now a crucial part of modern  

CRM systems. Marketing automation and automated support in 

lead management and lead nurturing support are current  

examples of the use of AI in CRMs

• Data analytics and true CRM mastery become critical capabilities 

for future sales reps, (key) account managers and the entire sales 

excellence team

• CRM systems need to be aligned with strategy and well 

integrated in existing and future system and process landscapes

We have one 
more shot and
have to get it
right this time



• Expert knowledge is even more 

important than digital skills

• Salespeople of the future will 

need to have greater degrees of 

specialization. This trend raises 

the possibility that more sellers 

may need engineering, 

scientific-educational, or

business backgrounds

• Digital savviness and a growth 

mindset will be essential. 

Capabilities like data-driven 

sales and marketing know-how

will be in high demand

Changing roles and requirements for 
a seller profile

What will salespeople look like in the future?

Better understanding customer 
journeys & job maps

7%
Sales as consultancy 

service
7%

Financial & 
business acumen

10%

Other industry-
specific trends  

14%

Digital & data 
savviness

24%

Need for 
specialists

38%
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• According to a recent Harvard 

Business Review article 

acquiring a new customer is 5 

to 25 times more expensive 

than retaining an existing one, 

depending on the industry

• An increasing number of 

stakeholders and the need for a 

deep customer understanding 

to deliver value raise the 

importance of building long-

term relationships

• Our clients consider Key 

Account Manager (KAM) 

programs a critical enabler to 

driving growth and deepening 

customer relationships

• Key Account Leadership (KAL) is 

taking KAM to a new level

Strategic and key account management

General Trends in Marketing
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More advanced content 
marketing (marketing 2.0)

3%

Shorter product lifecycle and 
increased need for a 

collaborative approach  to 
portfolio management

5%

Organizational 
challenges (including 

talent recruitment and 

onboarding)
6%

More customer 
journey management

8%

Increased need for 

digital demand and lead 
generation  

12%Other (industry-
specific)

14%

New GTM and digital 
marketing processes  

18%

Increased need for evidence-
based digital analytics and 

marketing automation 
(including AI)

34%



• Market research has become more digital, less expensive, and 

more quantitative. With use of online channels, it is possible to 

track clients’ behaviour in a scalable way

• Marketing automation allows for tailored interaction with clients. 

Based on the information available in databases, CRM tools and 

AI enable specialized teams to make recommendations for 

customer interaction and propose solutions automatically. Finally, 

the use of data simplifies performance measurement and opens 

the doors for performance-paid marketing

• Need to take what may seem like a quantum leap to become  

more data-driven and evidence-based

• Digitalization helps to support this effort and offers new means 

like data analytics, AI, and marketing automation. Taking this  

leap will enable organizations to engage in real-time marketing, 

experimentation in the field with immediate adjustments

Increased need for evidence-based digital analytics and 
marketing automation

80% of the 

customer journey 
takes place online 
before a sales rep 
gets involved.



• Multi- and omnichannel

strategies are more important

than ever before

• Throughout all interviews, the 

topic of multi- and omnichannel  

strategies surfaced 42 times

• Omnichannel as ‘creating a 

consistent customer experience 

across all channels’. On the 

other hand, multichannel refers 

to ‘selecting and prioritizing 

channels and touchpoints’

• Multi- and omnichannel 

strategies that are well-

executed and fully (backward 

and forward) integrated are 

fundamental to future 

marketing and selling success

Multi- and Omnichannel approaches

Actionable 
segmentation

6%

Need for value-based 
pricing excellence  

10%

Holistic 360-degree 
campaign 

management  
10%

Need for deep market 
and customer insights

14%

Need for more 
segment-oriented 
value propositions

16%

Changes in brand equity 
management

18%

Shift to customer-
specific (multi/omni) 

channel approach

26%
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Changes in brand equity management, 
more customer- and segment-specific 
value propositions and a need for deep 
insights

• More integrated branding excellence approach and a 360-degree 
brand equity management (BEM) approach are crucial to an 
integrated strategy. Measured and data-driven branding is vital, 
along with clearly defined metrics and dashboards based on new 
digital and 1:1 marketing tools and means

• More segment- and customer-specific value propositions as the 
basis for 1:1 marketing and key account management

• Finding deep customer insights (distinct  from other findings) and 
a meaningful and actionable segmentation remain and require 
new integrated approaches, the right capabilities, alignment, and 
mindset shifts

• More than ever, marketing excellence is  crucial in an 
integrated Go-to-Market approach to become even more 
customer-centric, data-driven and holistic



• No matter which of the hurdles

sales and marketing 

organizations face, we believe  

that exceptional strategy 

execution depends on creating 

alignment on the strategy,  

building the right mindset, and 

developing the needed 

capabilities to execute a plan

• When asking our clients which 

one of these three areas is most 

important to execute their 

strategy, it becomes evident 

that they all play an essential 

role

Biggest Hurdles, Obstacles, and External 
Challenges

What are the biggest hurdles or obstacles you see on your GTM path?

Increasing 
regulatory 

requirements
30%

Digital 
transformation 
data analytics

19%
Centricity for 

customers' needs
15%

Battle for diverse 
talent
12%

Supply & Risk
12%

Consolidation of 
the industry

12%

Share of participants who mention key challenges
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• More than 41% of the 

answers focus on 

capability building only

• Our experience shows that  

capability building alone is not 

enough and that alignment 

and mindset are equally 

important when successfully 

implementing new strategies

• An integrated change 

management is crucial for 

successfully executing sales 

and marketing strategies

Biggest Hurdles, Obstacles, and External 
Challenges (cont.)

Where do you see the biggest challenges for strategy 

implementation in your organization?

Strategy 
Alignment

18%

Building 
mindset

41%

Execution 
capability

41%
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The Top 10 Trends 
in Sales & Marketing

The Countdown
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Integrating CRM, Sales 
Enablement and Marketing 
Automation with a focus on 
the human side/execution
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Holistic Talent Management 
focussing on mindset shifts

and capability building
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Integrating Sales and 
Marketing
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Accelerator selling and 
marketing go beyond 

solution selling
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Hybrid working and other 
new means of working 

impact sales and marketing
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Data-driven and evidence-
based sales and marketing 

are the new standard
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Multichannel is the 
new normal
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ESG and Sustainability 
are key
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Everything is digital.
Everything?



37

Client results and client 
(true) insights are core
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Whiteboarding Session 

If you had one wish…

What would be different tomorrow 

in Sales and Marketing???



If You Had One Wish, What Would Be Different Tomorrow?

39
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BTS named as a “Leader” in Gartner 2022 Magic Quadrant 
for Sales Training Service Providers
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How 
does 
bts
achieve 
this 
result?

We know your industry, we are starting to get to know you, 

and we want to learn more. We have a strong Point of View on 

what it takes to get your Sales and Marketing to the next level.

We are passionate about co-creating a powerful and 

sustainable experience, that will have a profound and lasting 

impact on your leaders.

We turn knowing into doing through in-depth customisation to what 

is relevant and actionable on the job. 

We can support you globally through our network of 35 offices 

worldwide. We provide a consistent, yet localized, experience.

We start and end with the business results and build the 

alignment, mind-set and capabilities to achieve them. 

We track and measure impact. 
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Contact

René Groeneveld 

Head of Global Sales and Marketing Practice

T: +49 172 2802587

E: rene.groeneveld@bts.com

www.bts.com

http://www.bts.com/
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Strategy made

personal


